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Distortion - 
Street &  
Nightlife 
festival

2010 World Cup 
Games - broadcast 
on the big screen 
live from South 
Africa

Rosklide Festival - 
Denmark’s Woodstock & 
Northern Europe’s biggest 
rock concert with over 
100,000 international 
attendees

Copenhagen Jazz Festival - 
Traditional, modern, funky, world, 
and New Orleans Jazz fills 
Copenhagen with indoor and outdoor 
venues, many with no cover charge. 

A celebration of 
Opera with many 
concert venues 
across the city. 

3 days of 
bizarre circus 
madness and 
music at 
Christiania 

Copenhagen Cooking - For a week in 
August, the city is cooking the best 
of Nordic cuisine with expos, 
samples, and discounts at restaurants 

Copenhagen Pride - A 
celebration of the 
LGBT community and 
their diversity through 
a parade in city center. 

One of the largest fashion fairs in Europe, 
Copenhagen Fashion Festival includes 
runways, competitions, parties, fashion 
lounges, shows, and other events city wide. 

Copenhagen | The Landscape of Activity

As my off-campus study in Copenhagen is coming to a close, I took a moment to recall the city wide activities and 
events of Summer 2010.  The photographs above serve as a time line of the events, beginning with the image in the 
top left.  The events include many different areas of interest with the intent of engaging the people of Copenhagen in 
the city in which they live.  The events were held all across the city, and many were free of charge.  A full calendar 
of events for the year of 2010 can be found at the tourist information center, online at www.visitcopenhagen.com, 
and in many other locations throughout the city.  Warm summer weather in Denmark is rather limited, so it makes 
sense to take full advantage of it in various forms of celebration.  Many of the events were held outside, and a 
feeling on camaraderie was felt amongst attendees.  There never seemed to be a dull moment this summer.  

Many other events occurred this summer in Copenhagen on a smaller scale, and the events covered all genres of 
interest.  Danish culture does not take a beautiful summer day for granted, as everyone seems to know the dark and 
cold winter will arrive quicker than expected.  An afternoon at the beach and picnics in parks and backyards are 
very common during the summer months.  Denmark can be found outside when the weather is pleasurable.  

During week 11, I began to draw closure to my study topic in Copenhagen.  This involved revising locations I 
needed more time at, finishing sketches, and producing graphics that relate specifically to Universal and Accessible 
design in Copenhagen.  Next week I will be taking one last adventure traveling through Sweden.  To make departure 
from Denmark less stressful when I return from Sweden, I sold my bike back to the shop that sold it to me and 
started to sort my belongings for packing.    

Copenhagen Summer 2010 Time Line of Events
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   The city of Roskilde dates back to the Viking era and is located on the island of Zealand in Denmark.  It is a major 
Stopping point for travelers headed between Copenhagen and the western islands of Denmark.  In the seventeenth century, 
the city of Roskilde suffered from many fires, the plague, and seemingly endless wars with the Swedish.  However, the city 
was quick to restore itself and many of the original architecture has been preserved giving the city it’s own identity.  The 
regional train station has also helped to keep the city connected to the rest of Denmark and Europe.  The three main areas 
that draw people to visit are Roskilde Rock Music Festival, Roskilde Cathedral, and the Viking Museum with it’s ships.   

A Day trip to 
Roskilde, 
Denmark

Traveling to Roskilde from Copenhagen was very simple 
by train and only took about 45 minutes.  The Viking 
museum was where I spent most of my time.  The 
museum was very well done and divided into a series of 
exhibits, some inside and some outside, 
Exploring all relevant Viking information from Denmark 
and Roskilde specifically.  On a guided tour of the 
museum, someone asked “what happened to the 
Vikings” and our guide’s response was that the Vikings 
are still here!  The people are still alive and well, how-
ever the days of pillaging and wild behavior have ended.  
The methods of ship building, and many other cultural 
significant practices have been well preserved.  

The vikings have a very strong connection to the ways 
of the natural world.  This diagram above is from the 
Viking museum, and I think it is very simple and 
efficient.  The ships were constructed from specifically 
shaped pieces from trees.  The colored sections of the 
tree translate to specific areas of the ship. 

There are many ships on display docked at the museum.  
Many of them are reconstructed versions of traditional 
Viking ships.  They are built with the same materials and 
use the same construction process that the Vikings first 
developed many years ago.  Pictured above are pen draw-
ings of four examples of ships constructed at the museum 
that are on display.  The outdoor ship building workshop is 
on the premises, and serves as an open window to the ship 
building process.  Different  types of ships are constructed 
from different combinations of tree species, and the recon-
structed versions have posted information 
regarding this information.  The ship building techniques of 
the Vikings are worth the study as they reflect what the 
culture values.  Dependant on the ways of nature and the 
patterns of the seas, Viking ship building techniques were 
very methodical and well executed.  
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Sømærk Waterborne Housing
In the Context of Universal Design

Sømærk Waterborne Housing is located in the southern section of Copenhagen’s Inner Harbor.  The name Sømærk refers to a 
navigational reference.  Designed by the Vandkunsten Architects, the idea of waterfront property is challenged, as the buildings 
actually on the water anchored by pilings.  The project was completed in 2008 and consists of 120 unites divided into 5 buildings.  The 
buildings are a mix of owner occupied and rentals that alternate building by building.  On paper, this collection of apartment 

buildings feels somewhat ordinary.  Five 
apartment buildings and a community 
center sounds like a pretty common formula 
for “successful” apartment complex.  
However, after really studying Sømærk this 
week, it proved to be anything but ordinary.  
This residential project is unlike any other I 
have observed before.  

Pictured above from left to right is the entrance to the below surface parking 
facility to avoid the feeling of a suburban environment, the open path with red 
accents from the entrance of the complex to the community center, and the 
community center itself which extends out over the water.  

The diagram to the right shows the main program elements of Sømærk in plan 
view.  Each building has it’s own swimming area with a fish cleaning and 
gutting station underneath the buildings to prepare fish caught in the harbor.  
There are specific areas for large and small boat docking, for residents and 
guests.  In relation to U. D. Applications, this residential complex allows travel 
by boat as an accessible means of travel, in addition to recreational purposes.  
Located in the South Copenhagen Inner Harbor, Sømærk is very close to the 
Baltic Sea and Sweden.  Large dock slips have the proper fresh water and 
electrical connections for boats belonging to owners or guests of owners.  The 
protected swimming areas provide safety from the open harbor and have the 
added security of the overlooking apartment balconies.  By keeping cars 
concealed below grade, the grounds are on a pedestrian scale, visual clutter 
and noise is reduced, and the chances of vehicular accident are dramatically 
reduced.  Whether it is for recreation or transportation purposes, Sømærk is 
designed to take full advantage of everything the harbor has to offer.  Excel-
lent design and attention to program details is what really makes Sømærk 
successful and unique.  

Sømærk Program Diagram 

The cross section to 
the left depicts a 
typical apartment 
building in Sømærk 
and the relation to the 
harbor.  The parking is 
out of sight under-
ground, and the entire 
structure is set on 
pilings.  
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